Subject: Motivation letter.

Dear IADS Executive Committee,

I am excited to apply for the position of Committee of Recruiting new members and External Relations Committee.

I am well prepared and I understand that the current IADS needs ambitious and easily adapting leader to take IADS into a new term of success.

I have extensive experience in leadership both locally, intercontinentally and internationally.

As far as IADS is concerned in making a good external relations with all Students Associations and recruit them to be a part of the big family (IADS) and Health Organizations and Collaborate with them, am all aware of the tasks involved, the major challenges in the good Relations and Reach Non-members countries and tell them the idea of IADS, difficult to reach all Organizations and associations.

I had my visions and dreams for Open Relationships with All Parallel Organizations and to join majority of Dental Students Associations around the world, Furthermore am enthusiastic to stir-up and add new energy to the forthcoming leadership and maintain the momentum that IADS had.

Lastly, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the leadership for it constituted a hardworking, well organized and motivating team of leadership and to be sincere this atmosphere have inspired me to work for IADS.

Thank you
Sincerely
Ahmed Ehab Altayeb Balla